CADDY® CATTRAX
Continuous Cable Support System

Taking flexibility to new heights

Features & Benefits

- Light weight support for low voltage/high performance cable
- Easy to install and move
  - Ideal for initial cabling infrastructure design and retrofit
  - Superior mounting flexibility
  - The only continuous support system that installs quickly and easily above suspended ceiling structures
- Fastest system for changing planes and directions
- Easy to load
  - 32 square inches of cable containment area – capacity exceeds a comparable 2" x 12" tray by 25%
  - Supports 200lbs. per hanger spaced at 4 to 5 feet apart
- Ensures optimum cable performance
  - Eliminates bending, crimping, or kinking of cable
  - Provides bonding means if required by code
- No special tools or job drawings required for installation
- Convenient “snap-together” kits
- No bolt cutters or elaborate assembly as required by wire mesh or center rail systems
- Cost effective
  - Sold as 25’ rolls in convenient, easy-to-carry “kit” cartons
  - Low installed cost
  - Fewer system accessories for easier job take-off and quoting
- Attaches to any main or substructure when used in concert with other CADDY Fasteners
- UL listed and compliant with ANSI/EIA/TIA structured cabling systems standards
- Made from oriented strand polymer for maximum strength
- Rod and structure attachments sold separately

PATENT PENDING